MINIMIZATION OF DIRECT COSTS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF TORRENT CONTROL STRUCTURES
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The most important elements in the planning of the implementation of the torrent (flood) control projects which need to be estimated are time, costs (budget) and resource required. These three elements are interactive: a shorter duration of structure construction causes additional resources engagement and increased costs, and vice versa - greater costs provide a shorter duration of construction. This paper analysis direct project cost minimization for four torrent control projects. The construction duration and the dynamic plan of project activities have been determined using the CPM method of network planning. The optimization problem – minimization of direct cost of construction subject to constraints such as: given deadline, precedence constraints, and upper and lower bounded duration time of activities is solved using linear programming and Matlab toolbox. Our results show that applied methods ensure significant cost savings, which is an important challenge in the construction management.
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1 Introduction

Torrential floods are the most frequently occurring natural hazard causing significant human lives, environmental and economic losses [1]. Reduction or avoidance of flood-related losses through structural works and non-structural measures are a fundamental task of flood management [2]. While non-structural measures use knowledge, practice or agreement to reduce flood risks and impacts [3], structural flood control works are engineering solutions which include construction of transversal and longitudinal structure in the upper and the lower part of the watershed (e.g. check dams, levees, reservoirs, riverbed regulations).

Construction of flood control structures in the riverbed includes a sequence of activities which must be performed timely, due to a number of negative impacts that floods have on the population and the environment. Project activities are an important project scheduling component which is characterized by precedence constraints, duration and resource requirements [4]. Precedence constraints are related to activity start time which must be no earlier than before all the precedence activities are completed [4, 5]. All project activities have a duration which could be changed, depending on the amount of resource utilization (material, labour, mechanization). The shorter duration causes additional resources engagement and increased costs, and vice versa - the greater costs provide shorter activity duration.

A significant factor for flood control project success, besides time, are costs and their estimation. This factor is important to provide funds to support projects and check projects acceptability. Thus, the way to accomplish the project successfully is keeping the project within estimated costs and prescribed schedule [6]. According to Long [7] successful project is a project completed on time, within budget and in accordance with specifications. The project manager is faced with a problem of well-balancing between time and cost criteria. The interdependence of these two elements represents a challenge for the planners to organize project activities and find a plan which will optimize the time-cost ratio [8]. Primarily, they must opt for one of the project scheduling approaches: non-delay approach, based on the activity execution of the project estimated time without deferring other activities or delay approach, based on delaying non-critical activities using their slack (float) [9]. The dilemma which approach to choose, depends on the objectives which could be related to time [10], cost [11÷15] or resource usage [16, 17].

If the aim of the flood construction project is to be completed before the project due date, it could be achieved by crashing project activities which require allocating more resources than it is planned [18]. In this paper, we considered cost based objective - minimizing project costs subject to a given deadline, known as a discrete version of time-cost trade-off problem [19, 20]. Cost-based objectives have been considered in [21] where authors intended to find minimal cost schedule and optimal project crashing curve for highway construction project, considering some additional project characteristics such as external time constraints for particular activities and bonuses/penalties for early/delayed project completion. In [14] the authors minimized total project costs subject to deadline constraints, considering a “what if” scenarios. In [22] the authors strove to find project schedule which maximizes the expected present value of project cash flows.
Solution procedures which can be used are an exact algorithm, heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithm.

Heuristic methods with less computing effort solve the problem, but they do not guarantee the optimal solution as opposed to the method of mathematical programming such as linear programming non-linear programming, mixed-integer linear programming integer or dynamic programming [23].

The goal of this study was to minimize project costs subject to a given deadline, on the example of four torrent control construction projects, using the project scheduling technique – Critical Path Method (CPM method) and linear programming (LP) optimization method.

2 Construction project used for the analysis

In this paper, we considered cost optimization problem for four flood construction projects. Two of these projects refer to the construction of the longitudinal structure (riverbed regulations) and the other two on the construction of a transversal structure (check dams) in the riverbed.

The Belokrvanska River is a right tributary of the Likodra River in Western Serbia characterized by high transport capacity for sediments. In order to protect the settlements and the major road, the Project of Belokrvanska River regulation is ordered by owner and consists of works undertaken to form lined channel in stone in cement mortar, 220.00 meters long.

A project of Guvanski Creek regulation (right tributary of the Danube River) has as the main objective to protect important roads from flood water causing traffic disruptions. This flood protection project implies forming riverbed lined by concrete in a length of 202.53 meters and banks by stone in cement mortar.

The other two projects are transverse construction projects which contain check dam construction in the Lukavica River (the right tributary of the Kolubara River) and Ljubovija River (the right tributary of the Drina River). For analysis is selected Check dam No. 1 in the Lukavica River, planned by the Lukavica River regulation Project as a construction in stone in cement mortar with effective height \( h_{en}=3.0 \) m. Check dam in the Tornička River (belongs to the Ljubovija River Watershed) is one of 14 check dams planned to reduce sediment transport and accumulation in the lower part of the main flow, to regulate torrential flood regime and protect river regulation through Ljubovija. The Project is divided into six phases and required significant funds. All projects are divided into activities whose direct cost and duration time are given in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2.

3 Applied methods

In order to reduce direct project costs, CPM method and LP technique are applied. CPM method is one of the widely used planning tools and techniques in the construction building. This method is one of the basic methods of network planning used to schedule a set of project activities [18].

CPM method establishes the deterministic duration of the activity which depends on the amount of the resources allocated to that activity. It provides useful information for effective project planning such as critical path (the longest path), free float and total float [25, 26]. Activities which are not on the critical path have a float, slack or "an extra time available on a schedule" [27]. The total float represents an amount of time remaining for activity delay without affecting the overall project duration. This is a crucial factor for project managers who strive to stay on schedule by adjusting the budget and allocating resources [28].

The above-mentioned characteristics of CPM method as well as better visibility of the available resources, control and coordination of the project, are necessary when planning the construction of the structures for torrent control [29].

The LP was developed in 1939. by a Russian mathematician, Kantorovich, L. V. whereas Dantzig, G. B. contributed to its further theoretical development and the application of the method. Kelley, J. E. and Fulkerson, D. R. are the pioneers of the formulation of the optimization problem considering the time-cost ratio, as an LP model [30].

LP technique represents an efficient way to reduce project costs, which could be achieved minimizing time-cost function under the constraints that guarantee a desired project completion time [14]. Model for problem solving is formulated as [31]:

\[
\min Z = (Cm)_j + c_j \times ((tm)_j - (t)_j) , 
\]

Subject to the constraints:

\[
E_j - E_i - (t)_j \geq 0, 
\]

\[
E_i = 0 \text{ and } E_n = T_p, 
\]

\[
(tm) \leq (t)_j \leq (tk)_j , 
\]

\[
\sum (tk)_j = T_p , 
\]

\[
c_j = \frac{(ck)_j - (cm)_j}{(tm)_j - (tk)_j} , 
\]

where, \( Z \) presents desired project cost calculated using Eq. (1); \( E_i \) and \( E_j \) given in Eq. (2) are the earliest and latest event times for each event, while \( t_j \) is desired time for the completion of the activity \( i \rightarrow j \); \( tm_j \) is minimum possible activity duration (corresponds to time in the network diagram); \( tk_j \) is maximum possible activity duration; \( T_p \) presents desired project completion time; \( c_j \) presents costs of activity duration extensions; \( cm_j \) is direct cost of activity with minimum possible duration and \( (ck)_j \) is direct cost of activity with maximum possible duration.

The constraints in Eq. (4) ensure that desired completion time for action \( i \rightarrow j \) is bounded from above by maximal possible activity duration \( tk_j \) and bounded from below by minimal possible duration of activity \( tm_j \). Minimum possible duration is duration which corresponds to time in the network diagram (obtained using the CPM method) and maximal possible duration is a result of extending non-critical activities using their total float when these activities become critical. The constraint in Eq. (5) states that the total time of activities on the critical path is equivalent to desired time to project.
completion. The constraints in Eq. (4) ensure that desired completion time for action \( i-j \) is bounded from above by maximal possible activity duration \( (tk)_j \), and bounded from below by minimal possible duration of activity \( (tm)_j \). Minimum possible duration is duration which corresponds to time in the network diagram (obtained using the CPM method) and maximal possible duration is the result of extending non-critical activities using their total float when these activities become critical. The constraint in Eq. (5) states that the total time of activities on the critical path is equivalent to desired time for project completion.

3 Results and discussion

In this paper, we consider a deadline problem. Firstly, we used a CPM method to illustrate logical dependencies of the activities of four soil erosion and torrent control projects as a precedence relation \( (i-j) \).

The Project of the Belocrkvanska River regulation consists of preparatory, main and final works which "must be performed in a well-defined order" [24]. It represents a construction project, broken into 15 activities, namely: A) opening the construction site, B) cutting down trees and removing stumps, C) clearing undergrowth, D) hand digging of earth for structure foundations, E) mechanical digging of earth for regulation, F) hand digging of earth for structure foundations, G) preparation and installation of excavated earth embankment, H) removal of excess excavated material, I) making an outflow structure and cascade No. 1, J) making a gabion cover for the ensuring outflow structure, K) making a concrete wall for footing of quay walls, L) making a gravel bedding, M) coating of major and minor regulation riverbed with stone in cement mortar, N) grassing and humus dressing of slopes, cuttings, O) project acceptance (final inspection). In this network, arcs represent activities, nodes represent events, while the topology of network illustrates precedence constraints [28].

There are four paths in the network diagram: path 1) A-B-D-E-G-H-J-K-L-M-O, path 2) A-B-D-E-G-H-J-K-N-O, path 3) A-C-F-I-K-L-M-O, and path 4) A-C-F-I-K-N-O. Summing the duration time of critical activities \( (tk)_j \) (given in Tab. 1) which are lying on the longest path in the network (path 2) project duration time is obtained as \( Tp=98 \) days. Every project activity had a specified amount of resources required for performing the activity, and the specified duration (time unit: day) as well as the costs (cost unit: €) (Tab. 1). If more resources are allocated to the activity, the duration of the activity decreases and the corresponding costs of the activity increase [32]. On the other hand, the extension of the duration of activity leads to the cost decrease.

We consider the direct costs of the activities which are related to the individual activities [18] and include: material costs, labor and mechanization costs, the costs of preparation works, previous works, and the administrative costs. Costs of the project starting activity: opening the construction site and project final activity: project acceptance (final inspection) are not considered due to the
fact that they cannot be precisely determined. Resources (labor, material, and machinery) cost are obtained by multiplying measured quantities by the unit cost of each item. Total direct costs of the Project of the Belocrkvanska River regulation, with a normal duration of the activity (correspond to the time in the network diagram), are estimated as 138 274,66 €.

Minimization of direct costs for a given project duration is achieved by using the total float of non-critical activities. The critical activities determine the project duration and its completion time must remain unchanged in solving this problem. The non-critical activities, i.e. those whose duration can be extended for a certain number of time units, are activities F, I, L and M.

Applying linear programming and setting the objective function and constraints in Matlab toolbox, the problem is solved. The results of optimization are identifying the value of all the project activity duration and the earliest and the latest starting date.

The function is obtained as follows:

$$\min Z = 138 \times 274,66 + 463,13 + 224,16 \times (12-17) + 310,67 \times (25-45) = 138 \times 274,66 - 8534,15 = 129 \times 740,51 €$$

After the minimization of costs of the project implementation of the longitudinal structure construction - regulation of the Belocrkovska River, we got that the minimum of the function $Z$ equals 138 274,66 €. The time of the critical activities, as well as the activity $t_{4,7}$, remained the same while the duration of the following activities was changed: $t_{5,10} = 17$ and $t_{12,13} = 20$. The extension of the duration of these activities resulted in the reduction of costs. After the optimization, the duration of the project corresponds to the duration established by the method of network planning or $T_p = 98$.

Direct project costs after applying optimization method are reduced from 138 274,66 € to 129 740,51 €. A cost reduction of 8 534,15 € secures cost savings of 6,17%. Direct cost curve before applying the optimization method and the curve obtained by minimization of direct costs for a given duration of the project realization by applying the method of linear programming are displayed in Fig. 1.

Using the same method costs for other three projects are obtained. A project of Guvanski Creek regulation consists of 15 activities, whose duration time of 68 days is estimated using network planning technique. Activity duration time and project cost are shown in Tab. 1. Project activities form two paths into network plan: 1) A - C - E - F - J - K - M - N and path 2) A - B - D - X - I - J - K - M as the longest path. Applying optimization method direct costs of Guvanski Creek regulation project are reduced from 59 927,45 € to 53 752,47 € (5.78%). It was achieved that activity K was extended for three days, leading to cost reduction of 3174,98 € (Fig. 2). Check dam No. 1 in the Lukavica River is planned by the Lukavica River regulation Project as a construction in stone in cement mortar with effective height $hk = 3,0$ m. Project duration time is estimated by network planning technique as 29 days and project cost as 13 564,99 €. Duration times of project activities, as well as direct project costs, are shown in Tab. 2. This project includes 11 activities, whose network diagram consists of four paths: path 1) A - B - D - H - K, path 2) A - B - D - X - I - J - K, path 3) A - C - E - F - X - I -

### Table 2 Time-cost trade-off data for check dam construction Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Precedence relation $(i-j)$</th>
<th>Lower limit $(tm)_{ij}$ (day)</th>
<th>Upper limit $(tk)_{ij}$ (day)</th>
<th>$C_{mi}$ (€)</th>
<th>$C_{ki}$ (€)</th>
<th>$C_{ij}$ (€/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lukavica River</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95,76</td>
<td>95,76</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>171,59</td>
<td>171,59</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>934,45</td>
<td>467,23</td>
<td>93,44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>457,09</td>
<td>457,09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>402,25</td>
<td>402,25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>123,01</td>
<td>123,01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>134,08</td>
<td>44,46</td>
<td>44,70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8252,74</td>
<td>8252,74</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2494,88</td>
<td>1793,20</td>
<td>233,89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>499,14</td>
<td>420,64</td>
<td>26,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tornička River</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>395,13</td>
<td>395,13</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>240,23</td>
<td>120,12</td>
<td>40,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4106,72</td>
<td>1106,72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>704,77</td>
<td>704,77</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50,00</td>
<td>50,00</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>575,91</td>
<td>543,85</td>
<td>209,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10 307,26</td>
<td>10 307,26</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11102,86</td>
<td>8528,11</td>
<td>858,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2092,02</td>
<td>1010,46</td>
<td>336,82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>260,24</td>
<td>260,24</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
J-K and the path 4) A-C-E-F-H-K as a critical path. Cost optimization was based on the utilization of the total float of activities D and I, where the costs of extensions have the highest value. The results are cost reduction on 12 396,09 € or for 8,62 % (Fig. 3).

The results show that direct cost minimization within the given deadline for a torrent control project using linear programming methods leads to the cost reduction. The direct project costs, considered in this paper are reduced by 6,17 % and 5,58 % for river regulation projects and by 8,62 % and 9,19 % for check dam construction project. These percentages primarily depend on the quantity of works, which determine project cost and cost reduction percentages. The percentage costs reduction is lower than in some other construction industries, because of job quantity as well as the specific technology of these objects influencing lower parallelization of project activities.

4 Conclusion

An integral part of the project and a crucial factor for its success are costs and their estimation. This paper presents the possibility to minimize the direct project costs subject to a given deadline, applying CPM method and LP optimization method. The real life projects - the construction of torrent control structures in order to reduce the risk of floods and sediment accumulation are used as an example. The result shows a reduction in project costs by 6,17 % and 5,58 % for riverbed regulation projects while check dam construction projects costs are reduced by 8,62 % and 9,19 %. In planning the implementation of projects for the regulation of torrential flows a greater decrease in direct costs is not possible due to the smaller number of the listed types of works and their quantity as well as the technology in the construction works of this type of structures that does not allow greater parallelization [33].
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